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Collective obligation and commitment

Lamb�er Royakkers� Frank Dignumy

Abstract

In this paper we discuss and formalise collective aspects of obligations and commit�
ments� Collective obligations are analysed and formalised in a deontic logic frame�
work� The notions of individual and collective commitment are de�ned to specify
which individual has the responsibility to ful�ll an �internal� obligation as part of
the collective obligation� In DAI theories of organisations ��	
�� it is emphasized that
�commitment� is a crucial notion to analyse a collective activity or the structure of
an organisation� In this paper we gave a �rst attempt to formalise the notion of
commitment to determine which plan has to be followed to achieve a joint goal� i�e�
the ful�llment of a collective obligation�

keywords� deontic logic� commitment� social agents� DAI�theory

� Introduction

The aim of this work is to introduce some notions of commitment to determine the relation
between individual agents and their collective obligation to accomplish some goal� A
collective obligation is an obligation aimed at a group of agents �addressees�� i�e� the
group as a whole is obliged to accomplish a certain goal� In 	
��� the collective obligation
is formalized in a framework of deontic logic� which gives the opportunity to express which
�sub��group has the responsibility to bring about a certain situation �to express group
liability� e�g� liability for a trading partnership� and to express the relation between groups
of agents� Deontic logic� is a branch of philosophical logic that is concerned with reasoning
about norms� or in other words� about normative versus non�normative behaviour� It is the
logic of obligations� prohibitions and permissions� As such� it is relevant for the foundations
of ethics and law� Deontic logic has been used to analyse the structure of normative law
and normative reasoning in law�
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However� in the theory developed in 	
�� we cannot express the individual responsi�
bility that follows from the goal to achieve the fullment of the collective obligation� A
consequence is that we cannot indicate which individual is responsible for a violation of a
collective obligation� To deal with this� we will investigate the notion of commitment in
the context of collective obligation� Commitment links the agents with the joint goal �i�e�
the fullment of the collective obligation�� so that we can express to whom such an agent
is committed to and to what that agent is committed to �see 	�� �� �����

In this paper� we will remain very generic� we do not deal with individual motivations�
delegations� restrictions on the groups of agents� etc� It has to be seen as a rst attempt
to combine two notions �collective obligation and commitment� to formalise the individual
responsibility to achieve a joint goal �the collective obligation�� which gives new expressive
power and is� therefore� subject to new intuitions�

This paper is structured along the following lines� In section 
� we discuss the collec�
tive obligation� Here the deontic operator O is relativised for groups of agents� Section
� presents the relation between the collective Ought�to�be statement and the individual
Ought�to�do statements� The notion of commitment for the collective obligation is dis�
cussed in section �� We nish with some conclusions�

� Collective obligations

Although obligations most often are aimed at individuals� like in the statutes of law�
obligations can also be aimed at a group� �since there are cases in which the �addressee� is
not a single agent� but a group�� It is important in this context not to confuse an collective
obligation for a group with a restricted general obligation� A restricted general obligation
indicates that for every person in a group the obligation holds� E�g��

Cyclists have to give way to motorvehicles

That a restricted generalized obligation is di�erent from a collective obligation can be seen
easily from the following example� taken from Rescher �	�����

�John and Paul are obliged that the table is moved across the room��

If John alone accomplishes that the table is moved across the room� then the group �John
and Paul� satises the norm� i�e�� the obligation that the table is moved across the room�
It does not follow from the obligation that Paul would have to help John� This example
expresses that from a collective obligation no obligation for the members of the group follow
automatically� For example �John is obliged that the table is moved across the room� does
not follow� Thus� the obligation does not require that everyone �in this case� John and
Paul� in the group takes part in the act to accomplish the obligation�

The necessity to use groups of agents is stated as follows by Bailhache �	
���

Imagine� for example� that masons ought to build the foundation of the house� roofers to

assemble its roof� electricians to set its electrical network� and so on� the �rm� as the set






of all these workers will have the duty of building the whole house� More generally� if it is

obligatory for y that p� q and obligatory for z that p� which addressee will be touched by

the resulting obligation �that q�� It will be at least the set of y and z 	 without being able

to say which individual is concerned�

For instance� a mother may tell her sons�

�Boys� the table has to be set��

This command is given to a group of boys� and it requires that the group accomplishes
something �i�e�� that the table is set�� We express this collective obligation in deontic logic
as follows�

OX�p��

where �X� refers to the set of �boys�� and �p� to the statement �the table is set�� In general�
OX�p� can be read as �it is obligatory for X that p�� �X� is used for the expression of a
collective agency� Again� collective obligation OX�p� does not mean that this is a restricted
general obligation� i�e�� that for every agent in X it is obligatory that p� but that X as a

group has to accomplish that p�

��� The semantics of the collective obligation

The syntax of the logic in which we express the obligations is a simple extension of propo�
sitional logic with the relativised modal operator OX � We will not give a formal denition
of the syntax� because it is quite straightforward and will become clear from the examples�

We assume that the logic behaves similar to the standard deontic logic SDL and thus
has the following axioms and general derivation rule�

�ROM � p�q
OX �p��OX �q�

�OC� �OX�p� �OX�q�� � OX �p � q�
�ON � OX�p � �p�
�OD� �OX�p � �p�

The OC axiom states that if a group is obliged to achieve state p and also obliged to
achieve state q� the group is also obliged to achieve state p � q�
The ON axiom states that all tautologies are obliged to be true�
Finally the OD axiom states that a group X cannot be obliged to achieve p and �p at the
same time�

In order to discuss the relativised deontic modalities concerning �groups of� actors in
this relativised standard deontic logic �SDL�� we will use the following semantics� We
will use a Kripke structure M � �W�P��I��RI � V � for system SDLX consisting of four
elements�

�� The set of possible worlds W � fw�� w�� � � �g


� The non�empty powerset P��I� of the set of individuals I � fi�� i�� � � �g�
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�� The set of functions RI � fRX j X � P��I�g� The function RX � RI on W returns
the deontically ideal worlds for group X given a world� RX �W � 
W �

�� A valuation function V � which assigns the value �true� or �false� to a proposition at a
world in W � We use 		p�� to indicate the set of worlds w for which holds V �w� p��true�

This model is very similar to the Kripke model used for SDL� accept that we do not just
have one accessibility relation R but a set RI of relations that are relativised to groups of
agents�

The truth conditions for collective obligation OX and collective permission PX are
dened as follows�

M� w j� OX�p� i� RX�w� � 		p�� ���

and

M� w j� PX�p� i� RX�w� � 		p�� �� �� �
�

Truth conditions ��� and �
� are su�cient to validate the rule and the axioms �OC� and
�ON� of SDL for the collective obligation and permission based on propositional logic�
Schema �OD� holds by adding the following constraint�

RX�w� �� �� for all RX � RI and for all w � W� ���

At rst glance� this seems to be correct� since the impersonal obligation in SDL is read
as an obligation related to one and the same individual or group all the time� which
corresponds with Ofig�p� or OX�p�� an obligation related to a single individual i or a single
group X� However� we shall see that the validity of schema �OD� for OX depends on the
interpretation of collective obligation OX�p��

��� The interpretation of OX�p�

We discuss two possible interpretations of OX�p��

�� The strict collective obligation� an obligation aimed strictly at group X�


� The weak collective obligation� an obligation for some subgroup of X� i�e��

OX�p� 	 
Y �P��X�OY �p� ���

�P��X� stands for the non	empty powerset of set X�
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The strict collective obligation

In this interpretation of OX�p�� we consider the groups to be separate �agents� as in the
theory of relativised deontic modalities concerning norms for an individual �e�g� 	�� �� ��
����� since now every group stands on its own� like agents� The only di�erence with the
theory concerning agents is the number of addressees� Let I � fi�� � � � � ing� then we have
n addressees for the theory concerning individuals and 
n � � addressees for the theory
concerning groups of individuals�

A consequence of this interpretation is that there is no relation between the di�erent
groups� If we accept con�icts between collective obligations for di�erent groups� such as

OX�p� �OY ��p�

this leads to counterintuitive results when X is a subset of Y or the other way around�
If we want to avoid this problem we have to maintain a completely coherent normative
system� i�e� every group is permitted what is obligatory for some �other� group� This is
expressed formally as�

OX�
�p� � OX�

�q� � � � � � OXk
�v�� �X�P��I�PX�p � q � � � � � v�� ���

This implies a relation between the groups� expressed by the following constraint

�X�P��I�RX�w� �� �� for all w � W� ���

This constraint removes the possibility of expressing con�icts between collective obligations
for di�erent groups of individuals� I�e� also groups of which the members are completely
disjunct� This seems to be too strong and principle ��� is usually not enforced� However�
this leaves this interpretation with the lack of relations between groups and their subgroups�

The weak collective obligation

Bailhache �	
�� stated that if there is a group for which it is obligatory to accomplish p�
say X� and there is a group for which it is obligatory to accomplish q� say Y � then it is
obligatory for at least group X  Y to accomplish p � q� This can be formalised as follows

OX�p� �OY �q�� OX�Y �p � q�� ���

but this does not follow from the semantics given so far�
To validate principle ���� we add an extra condition for accessibility function RX �

RX�w� � RY �w� if Y � P��X� for all w � W� ���

Thus� if something is deontically relevant to a group X� it is also considered deontically
relevant to every subgroup of X� Note that

RI�w� � �X�P��I�RX�w�� ���
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It is easy to show that principle ��� is now valid��

Further� we can derive the formula following immediately from ���

OX�p�� OX�Y �p�� ����

Thus� if it is obligatory for a group to accomplish something� then it is also obligatory for
every superset of that group�

At rst glance� this may seem paradoxical� since it is normally incorrect to say� for
instance� that if X is obliged that p� then X and Y are obliged that p� However� we
interpret OX�p� as an obligation for group X without being able to say to which subgroup
of X this obligation applies� Thus� if �it is obligatory for John to accomplish that the
window is closed�� then �it is also obligatory for John and Paul to accomplish that the
window is closed�� meaning that John has to accomplish this� or Paul� or Paul and John
together� We can formalise this weak collective obligation as follows��

OX�p� 	 
Y �P��X�OY �p�� ����

which is valid by virtue of constraint �����

The �paradox� involved in ���� �which could be expressed as saying that it is misleading
to say that i and j have an obligation to accomplish p� if i has an obligation to accomplish
p�� bears resemblance to the Ross paradox � O�p� � O�p � q� � which is a valid principle
in SDL� From the Ross paradox it follows for instance that �it is obligatory that the
letter is mailed� implies that �it is obligatory that the letter is mailed or burnt�� These
paradoxes are associated with weakening and so with the meaning of the implication� a
formula A� B is valid whenever the consequent is weaker than the antecedent �although
often causal relation is read in this implication�� Therefore� these paradoxes do not form
real problems for the logic� but are only interpratation problems�

If we want to express that i and j both are �essential� group�components to fulll an
obligation� then we can formalise this as follows�

Ofi�jg�p� � �Ofig�p� � �Ofjg�p� ��
�

We can regard ��
� as a denition of genuine group obligation or cooperative obligation 	���

�Let OX�p� �OY �q�� then RX �w� � ��p�� and RY �w� � ��q��� Since RX�Y �w� � RX�w� and RX�Y �w� �
RY �w�� it holds that RX�Y �w� � RX�w� �RY �w� � ��p�� � ��q�� � ��p � q��� Hence� OX�Y �p � q��

�There is another possible interpretation of OX�p��

OX �p� � 	Y �P��X�O
�
Y �p��

with O�Y a strict collective obligation� This interpretation of OX�p� corresponds to the interpretation of the
weak collective obligation� in the sense that all principles which are valid for the weak collective obligation
also are valid for this third interpretation�

�Suppose that OX�p� holds� then RX�w� � ��p��� Hence� 	Y �P��X��RY �w� � ��p���� namely X� thus
	Y �P��X�OY �p�� Suppose now that 	Y �P��X�OY �p�� then 	Y �P��X��RY �w� � ��p���� say Z� Since Z 


P��X�� it follows that RX�w� � RZ�w�� Hence� RX�w� � ��p�� and thus OX�p��
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With this interpretation of OX�p�� we have to give up schema �OD� for OX if we want
to express con�icts between the collective obligations of di�erent groups� such as

OX�p� �OY ��p��

since this formula is a contradiction in the semantics so far given� Because OX�Y �p� �
OX�Y ��p� follows from OX�p��OY ��p�� and �OX�Y �p��OX�Y ��p�� contradicts principle
�OD��� ��OX�p� � OX��p�� derivable from axioms �OC� and �OD�� Thus� we have to
reject one of these two axioms� We cannot reject �OC�� since this follows immediately
from the truth condition for OX � Furthermore� it would be counter�intuitive to reject this
schema� Thus� we reject schema �OD� by giving up constraint ���� Now� we are able to
express con�icts between collective obligations of groups� Since �OD� does not hold� we
can also express con�icts between collective obligations for the same group� such as

OX�p� � OX��p��

At rst glance� this seems to be a drawback since� if we have a con�ict� such as OX�p� �
OY ��p�� we can derive anything for the group X  Y � for instance OX�Y �q�� since OX�p�
�OY ��p�� OX�Y �p� �OX�Y ��p�� and from schema �OC� it follows that OX�Y �p � �p��
From rule �ROM� it follows that OX�Y �q � �q�� and hence� by using once again the rule
�ROM�� it follows that OX�Y �q�� However� this is not a real drawback since� if a group has
to accomplish something that is impossible� it is hard to say anything meaningful about
that group� so that we can derive anything about the obligations for that group�

��� Some conclusions

Wemark that the notion of collective obligation is dispensed with� and immediately reduced
to the distinction between the strict and weak collective obligation� Although i correct
interpratation of the collective obligation is certainly an aspect of the problem� it is not
the only problem�

Another important aspect is� how is a collective obligation laid upon a set� either in
the strict or weak sense� This question plays a crucial role� especially since� given the
weak case� an obligation is not necessarily shared� To keep to our distinction� when can
we say that an obligation on a subset is a weak obligation� and when� instead� do we
prefer to avoid such an extension� For example� landlords form a subset of citizens� The
landlords have to pay taxes on the houses that they own� But� in a common sense� we
would not say that citizens have a collective obligation to pay tax on the houses �which
would follow from ������ One can doubt the interest of an operator that allows such
results� We think that the notion of weak collective obligation must refer to some other
requirement to be useful in practice� for example some overall utility� goal and interest of
the superset� For example� one can introduce an operator with the same results as the weak
collective obligation� but where the sets of individuals are restricted to a particular class
of individuals that correspond to an organisation� This would be enough to express that if
a group in an organisation has an obligation then all �the organisation� has that obligation
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�for a particular case�� E�g� If the director of the organization signs a contract then the
whole organization has to full the obligations following from that contract� Therefore� we
restrict ourselves to and concentrate on strictly cooperative groups� So� we will consider X
in OX as a communicative� cooperative and coordinated group� with OX a strict collective
obligation�

A disadvantage to relativise the O�operator is that we cannot make a distinction be�
tween �it is obligatory that X brings it about that not p� and �it is obligatory that X
does not bring it about that p�� In the formalisations presented in this paper only the
rst sentence is represented� OX��p�� The distinction between the above sentences can be
made by constructing the class of �individual agent� act�positions to express a new class of
normative positions developed in 	��� and 	���� The treatment of act descriptions employs
a relativised monadic operator EX � The expression EXp is read as �group X brings it
about that p� or �group X sees to it that p��

The sentence O�EXp� is read as �it is obligatory that X brings it about that p�� just
as OX�p�� However� now we have four atomic types of obligations instead of two atomic
types OX�p� and OX��p� �see 	�����

�� O�EXp�� �it is obligatory that X brings it about that p��

�� O�EX�p�� �it is obligatory that X brings it about that not p��

�� O��EXp�� �it is obligatory that X does not bring it about that p��

�� O��EX�p�� �it is obligatory that X does not bring it about that not p��

The rst two expressions correspond with what is meant with OX�p� or OX��p�� It is
obvious that with this relativised monadic operator EX � deontic logic becomes more pow�
erful than the relativising of the O�operator� However� we have restricted ourselves in this
paper to focus on relativised collective obligation� The inclusion of the monadic operator
EX complicates the syntax and semantics to the point that it would obscure the issues that
we try to clarify in this paper� However� we do extend the syntax in the next section with
actions that indicate how a certain obligation for a group is brought about by members of
that group�

� From Ought�to�be to Ought�to�do

The law is geared to unlawful behaviour and illegal situations� Criminal law is concerned
with behaviour� if an illegal situation is mentioned in the description of an o�ence� the
question is raised as to who created this situation �by action or by omission� and who is
responsible for continuing the situation �omission�� From the illegal situation a certain type
of individual behaviour is derived� as it were� For example� according to the Dutch �Police
regulations concerning navigation on the river Merwede�� it is prohibited for more than
three boats to be moored next to one another breadthways in the river outside harbours�
The High Court specied this norm as follows�	

	HR� ��	�	����� NJ ����� �����
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It is prohibited to perform an action resulting in an unwanted situation� Such a situation

was created by the fourth captain� who moored his boat last�

The derivation of an action or a set of actions from a situation is not a clear�cut matter
�see 	�� ���� especially when it concerns a situation accomplished by a group of agents�
From the collective Ought�to�be statement OX�p� we want to derive individual Ought�to�
do statements� to indicate whom of the agents of the group X is responsible if the norm is
violated� However� one can think of many actions to be taken by the agents of the group
X to full the obligation�

Many human actions are described by their results� something on which von Wright in partic	

ular has focussed� Thus� according to the suggestion mentioned� in the case of John opening

the window� John selects and runs a routine such that at the end of that routine the window

is open� in the case of John eating �all of� an apple� John selects and runs a routine at the

end of that routine John has eaten an apple� etc� Thus there is a large class of actions of the

type �doing A�� where A is a proposition expressing a state	of	a�airs� �Segerberg� ����� p�

���

In his article �Bringing it about�� Segerberg �	

�� introduced an operator � such that ���p��
will carry the informal meaning of �bringing about that p� or �doing p�� Thus� ��p� is the
action with p as the result �or state of a�airs��
 In general� ��p� is a choice between several
actions ��� � � � � �n� which all bring about that p� Thus� ��p� is equal to ��  ��  � � �  �n�
where ��  �� stands for the choice between the actions �� and ���
In our logic we make use of the dynamic deontic logic developed in 	���� The expression
	i � ���� with � a formula and i � � an action� means that � holds after � is performed by
agent i� We can see 	i � ��� as a rened version of i � � � �� the di�erence being that
actions and assertions are strictly separated� and a notion of time�lag is built in�

In our terminology� the actions ��� � � � � �n each represent a sequence � i� � ��� � � � � in �
�n � of individual actions such that the performance of all these individual actions leads
to the accomplishment of p or the truth of p� Thus� if � � p holds� then � represents a
specic sequence of individual actions� which all have to be performed to accomplish that
p is true� To full a collective obligation OX�p�� the group X has to decompose the goal
p �to make p the case� into a number of individual subgoals� For example� if the group X
is obliged to have a house build within three months� the norm can only be fullled if the
work that has to be done� is shared out in several tasks over the agents of the group X� For
convenience at this moment� we assume that � is the only sequence of individual actions
that leads to the truth of p� We assume that � determines the �order of� actions but not
the individuals that have to perform the actions� We will come back on this assumption
in the next section on commitments�

Suppose that � represents the sequence � ��� � � � � �n �� then�

OX�p�� 
i�XO�i � ��� � � � � � 
i�XO�i � �n��


For the formal representation of ��p� we refer to �����
�For a formal logical framework of the Ought	to	do statements we refer to ����� and for the relation

between these statements and agents we refer to �����
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If OX�p�� then all the individual actions in the sequence presented by � are obligated for
some agents of the group X�
The meaning of O�i � �� is that if agent i does not perform � then a violation occurs� A
formal denition is given in 	
��� but for this paper we su�ce with this informal denition
and take this type of obligation as a primitive�

In the above denition we did not account yet for the fact that some actions might
depend on other ones� For example� the roof of a house cannot be assembled if the foun�
dation of the house is not ready� Thus� an individual obligation can sometimes only be
fullled if other obligations are already fullled� I�e� the responsibility of an individual
obligation O�i � �� depends not only on the individual who is committed to full the obli�
gation� but also on agents who have to perform actions which are necessary to full the
individual obligation O�i � ��� This means that the action � does not only contain a set
of individual actions� but also contains an order of the individual actions� i�e� a sequential
composition of the individual actions� We will denote the sequential composition of ��

and �� by ������ which we are also going to use in the sequences� This will be done by
separating the individual actions which are performed after other individual actions by ����
For example� the sequence � ��� �������� �� has to be read as �the performance of the
individual actions �� and ��� then the performance of action �� and then the action ����
Let this be the sequence to accomplish p� then we formalise the collective obligation OX�p�
as follows�

OX�p�� 
i�XO�i � ����
i�XO�i � ���� 
i�X	������O�i � ���� 
i�X	���������O�i � ����

� Commitment

��� Individual commitment

Up to now� we have shown how a collective obligation to achieve a goal gives rise to
a sequence of individual obligations to perform an action� but without specifying which
individual has the responsibility to fulll the obligation� To indicate this responsibility� we
need the notion of commitment� As we already said� the fulllment of a collective obligation
can only be reached if the group decomposes their goal into a number of individual actions
by commitment� We cannot appropriately in�uence these individual obligations if we do
not exactly know the individual commitments of the group�

�Commitment� is seen as the glue of the group� of collective activity� it links the agent with

the joint goal and the common solution� it links the members� actions with the collective

plan� it links the members with each other� �����

A formal approach of �collective� commitment is given in 	���
In this subsection� we are interested in the relation of collective obligation and the

individual commitment to indicate the responsibility of the agents to fulll their obligations�
The formula COMM�i�X� �� is meant to stand for �agent i commits to the group X to
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perform action ��� With this expression we can formalise that if there is an unspecic
individual obligation to perform an action for a member of a group and some particular
agent of that group is committed to that group to perform that action� then this person is
obliged to perform that action�


i�XO�i � ��� � COMM�i��X� ���� O�i� � ����

��� Collective commitment

For convenience� we had assumed that there is only one sequence of individual actions in
which � can be decomposed by the group X� However� as we already mentioned� there can
be more sequences� So� there has to be a commitment among the group concerning which
sequence of individual actions will be chosen to fulll the collective obligation� This we
call the collective commitment� the commitment that is established to fulll the obligation
by performing a particular sequence of individual actions� For this purpose we introduce
the formula C�COMMX���� ��� � � � � �n ��� meaning that the group X has a collective
commitment to perform � by performing the individual actions of sequence � ��� � � � �n ��

Now we can use this formula to indicate how a collective obligation leads to a set of
individual obligations to perform an action�
Suppose that OX�p� and 	��p and furthermore � ������ �� � be a sequence of �� then we
have

OX�p� � C�COMMX���� ������ �� ���


i�XO�i � ��� � 	���
i�XO�i � ��� � 	���
i�XO�i � ����

Thus� the operator C�COMMX�� determines the sequence of individual action by commit�
ment among the group X to perform ��

If we know the collective commitment and the individual commitments of a group X�
then we can express the responsibility of all the agents to fulll the collective obligation
precisely�

OX�p� � C�COMMX���� ������ �� ��

�COMM�i��X� ��� � COMM�i��X� ��� � COMM�i��X� ����

� O�i� � ��� � 	���O�i� � ��� � 	���O�i� � ���

Several authors �	�� ��� �
� ��� ���� analysed or described the types of rights relationships
between the addressees �or bearers� and counterparties from the classic work by Hohfeld
�	����� The counterparty is an agent or a group of agents that has a �right� against the
addressee� who has a �duty� �an obligation�� �Right� and �duty� are correlative terms� i�e�
when a right is invaded� a duty is violated�� An example of a directed obligation is that
John is obliged towards Paul that he shall stay away from Paul�s land� In other words� Paul

�In law� the word �right� is often used to designate �legal power�� �legal claim�� and �immunity granted
by an authority��

��



has a right against John that the latter will stay away from Paul�s land� the correlative
�and equivalent� being that John is under a duty toward Paul to stay away from the place
	����

In a collective obligation with a collective commitment� the agents of the group are
not only bearers� but some of them are counterparties too� If a group X has a collective
commitment to perform � by performing the sequence � ������ �� � and it holds that
O�X � ��� then the agents who have to perform the actions �� and �� are dependent on an
agent� say i� who has to perform the action ��� If agent i violates his �internal� obligation
to perform ��� the other two agents cannot fulll their �internal� obligations� However�
they are not responsible for the violation of their obligations� since they have a �right� to
hold agent i responsible for this violation� because of the fact that agent i violates his own
duty�

Here� no attempt is made to formalise the relation between addressees and counterpar�
ties in collective obligations by directed obligation � which requires further research �� but
we only want to note that in the theory presented here a notion of directed obligation is
indirectly built in� We have just tried to give a rst step to the formalisation of a collective
obligation as a function of individual actions�

� Conclusions

The distinctions between the interpretations of OX�p� is important since it acquires dif�
ferent meanings of and intuitions about collective obligations� However� there are more
complex and more interesting questions in the logical theory of collective obligation�

From the point of view of methodological individualism� the action of a collective is in some

sense composed of or determined by individual actions performed by the members of the

collective� The general study of the nature of that composition� of the dependence of collective

actions on individual ones� could be said to constitute the theory of collective action in a

narrower sense� �����

A rst attempt is made to �constitute the theory of collective action in a narrower sense�
by the introduction of commitment and to dene an action of a collective as a sequence
of individual actions� The notion of commitment is very useful to determine which plan

will be followed to fulll a collective obligation �collective commitment� and to determine
which agent has to perform �or is responsible to perform� a certain action � being part of
the committed sequence � to achieve the joint goal �individual commitment��

Further� we can conclude that it is sometimes important� especially in the cases of
the Penal Code� contracts and organisation� to make a reduction of a collective Ought�
to�be statement �which express a desired state of a�airs without necessarily mentioning
addressees and actions bearing relations with that state of a�airs� to individual Ought�to�do
statements �which may be interpreted as expressing imperatives of the form �an addressee
ought to perform an action��� This can be done by using the operator � introduced by

�




Segerberg� that indicates all sequences of individual actions that bring about a certain
given situation �proposition��

Finally� we note that �right� and �duty� play a role in the combination of collective
obligation and commitment� This and other subjects� such as delegation� maintenance of
commitment and social commitment �see 	��� are issues for future research� We gave a rst
step to realise the formalisation of the individual responsibility of a collective obligation�
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